AP Automation and Paperless Archive
Subscription-based Pricing for Sage ERP

If you process under 30,000 invoices annually, the most advanced end-to-end AP automation now available for as little as $800 per month.

With ACOM’s subscription-based pricing model, companies eliminate manual processing, improve productivity and gain control over Accounts Payable processing… with low investment costs, a rapid deployment and quick ROI.

Capture, intelligently recognize, process and manage all of your invoices automatically:

» Automated AP approval routing and workflow processing
» ERP Synchronization – Direct Write Through to Sage General Ledger
» ACOM’s Paperless Electronic Archive – Compliance-ready Document Version Control - Complete audit tracking
» AP functionality and instant document retrieval directly from Sage screens
» One AP and Archive Platform - Multiple Company Support

www.acom.com  (800) 347-3638 ext. 4129  csm@acom.com
How ACOM’s AP automation works for Sage ERP

1. When an invoice arrives by paper, you simply scan and upload it to ACOM’s Cloud-based Intelligent Capture Engine powered by Readsoft. Invoices arriving by email, fax, XML, or other electronic form enter Capture directly.

2. In the cloud, the invoice is automatically captured and interpreted. Data from the invoice is extracted, while an image of the invoice is archived directly into ACOM’s premise-based Paperless Archive. Invoice image and data are available for verification immediately. Once verified, the invoice can then be entered in the journal in Sage ERP.

3. Once the invoice is verified and entered, it enters the workflow for optimal processing and management. Invoice data is then automatically synchronizes to your Sage ERP system for final GL posting, payment, and archiving.

4. Provides immediate accessibility to all invoice and related information directly from Sage ERP screens, across the enterprise or from anywhere via secure web browser.

Why ACOM?

For 30 years ACOM has streamlined financial and document process automation for over 4,000 customers globally. As a Sage Gold Development Partner ACOM leverages and integrates with the latest Sage ERP products using the highest development standards available. The result of ACOM innovation presents high-value solutions that help organizations transform the way they do business by enabling them to put content and business information in motion: capturing, analyzing, processing and governing it throughout the entire decision lifecycle.

Schedule a 30 minute free analysis on how AP Automation can help your business today »
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